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A BSTRACT
Immersive maps such as Google Street View and Bing Streetside
provide true-to-life views with a massive collection of panoramas.
However, these panoramas are only available at sparse intervals
along the path they are taken, resulting in visual discontinuities
during navigation. Prior art in view synthesis is usually built upon
a set of perspective images, a pair of stereoscopic images, or a
monocular image, but barely examines wide-baseline panoramas,
which are widely adopted in commercial platforms to optimize
bandwidth and storage usage. In this paper, we leverage the unique
characteristics of wide-baseline panoramas and present OmniSyn,
a novel pipeline for 360◦ view synthesis between wide-baseline
panoramas. OmniSyn predicts omnidirectional depth maps using
a spherical cost volume and a monocular skip connection, renders
meshes to 360◦ images, and synthesizes intermediate views with a
fusion network. We envision our work may inspire future research
for this unheeded real-world task and eventually produce a smoother
experience for navigating immersive maps.
Index Terms: Computing methodologies—Computer graphics—
Image manipulation—Image-based rendering
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I NTRODUCTION

Recent advances in 360◦ cameras and virtual reality headsets have
promoted the interests of tourists, renters, and photographers to capture or explore 360 images on commercial platforms such as Google
Street View [1], Bing Streetside1 , and Matterport2 . These platforms
allow users to virtually walk through a city or preview a floorplan
by interpolating between panoramas. However, the existing solutions lack the visual continuity from one view to the next and suffer
from ghosting artifacts caused by warping with inaccurate geometry.
While prior art reports successful view synthesis experiments in a
set of perspective images [3, 4, 8–11], a single image [14, 21], and
ODS video [2], limited prior work addresses how we could synthesize an omnidirectional video with large movements, i.e., using a
wide-baseline pair of panoramas. Since wide-baseline panoramas
are broadly adopted for capturing and streaming on commercial
platforms, we envision view synthesis on this data can reduce the
additional effort of converting to perspective images and leverage the
full field-of-view for better alignment between the two panoramas.
Our goal is to synthesize 360◦ videos between wide-baseline
panoramas and stream to consumer devices for an interactive and
seamless experience (Fig. 1). Unlike past research which only synthesizes novel views within a limited volume [3, 14] or along a trajectory in rectilinear projection [8], our generated 360◦ video allows
users to move forward/backward, stop at any point, and look around
from any perspective. This unlocks a wide range of virtual reality
applications such as cinematography [19], teleconferencing [20],
and virtual tourism [5].
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Figure 1: Given two wide-baseline 360◦ images and poses, our
goal is to synthesize a video sequence of intermediate frames with
plausible movement and alignment between the input images.

Classical methods for view synthesis [9, 11] often rely on
structure-from-motion or multi-view stereo pipelines to perform
a sparse 3D reconstruction and develop algorithms to densify the
reconstruction. Modern view synthesis methods either rely on additional inputs such as 3D models [17] or denser images sets in the case
of NeRF [16]. On one hand, most existing works target perspective
images which encounter visual discontinuities when objects move
outside their field of view. On the other hand, applying monocular
methods to multi-view scenarios leads to alignment issues between
images as intermediate images are not fused from multiple views.
Further, real-world street view images do not have a sufficiently
dense layout to apply multiview stereo methods. So our research
questions are: How can we achieve novel view synthesis between a
pair of wide-baseline 360◦ images? How can we leverage the full
field of view to align the pair of panoramas and inpaint occluded
regions?
To answer these questions, we develop a pipeline for 360◦ view
synthesis using wide-baseline panoramas. Unlike prior setups, our
inputs are a pair of 360◦ images which are at least 5 meters apart for
street view scenes and 2 meters apart for indoor scenes without Lidar
or 3D geometry. Our pipeline is comprised of a depth predictor, a
360◦ mesh renderer, and an image fusion network.
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Figure 2: Our 360◦ view synthesis pipeline consists of a stereo
depth predictor, a 360◦ mesh renderer, and an image fusion network.
All the three components are differentiable, while only the depth
predictors and image fusion network have learnable parameters.
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Figure 3: Qualitative results of OmniSyn along two Carla streets.
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V IEW S YNTHESIS P IPELINE

OmniSyn, shown in Fig. 2, consists of three major components
to synthesize novel views for wide-baseline panoramas: a stereo
depth predictor, a differentiable 360◦ mesh renderer, and an image
fusion network. OmniSyn takes two wide-baseline panoramas in
equirectangular projection (ERP) and relative poses as inputs.
Given two 360◦ ERP panoramas and their relative poses to a
target position, we first estimate depth using a spherical sweep cost
volume. Then we build a mesh representation for each panorama
with discontinuities computed from depth estimates. Each mesh is
rendered from the target position into a separate 360◦ panorama with
a corresponding visibility map. Finally, our fusion network joins
the two panoramas together resolving ambiguities and inpaints any
holes to produce the final 360◦ panorama.
2.1

Depth Prediction

To perform consistent depth prediction from wide-baseline panoramas, we build a network architecture tailored for stereo 360◦ depth
estimation inspired by StereoNet [13] and 360◦ depth estimation [7].
Our depth prediction network consists of three components: a 2D
feature encoder, a 3D cost volume refinement network, and a 2D
depth decoder. Stereo depth estimation allows the network to match
features presented in both of the 360◦ images for aligned depth
estimation in contrast to a purely monocular approach.
2.2

Mesh Creation

To render each image from the novel viewpoint, we first create a
spherical mesh for each input image similar to the perspective mesh
of Worldsheet [12]. For a W × H image, we instantiate a spherical
mesh with 2H height segments and 2W width segments and offset
vertices based on the depth prediction. Large gradients in the depth
image correspond to edges of buildings and other structures within
the RGB image. For these areas, we discard triangles within the
spherical mesh to accurately represent the underlying discontinuity.
With the meshes created and discontinuities calculated, we use a
modified version of PyTorch3D [18] to render the mesh from the
new viewpoint to a 360◦ RGBD image. Holes due to occlusions in
the original images are extracted to a visibility mask as shown in
Fig. 2.
2.3

Image Fusion

After rendering each mesh from the new viewpoint, holes appear in
each rendering due to the occlusions in the synthesized view. Thus,
we use a fusion network to fuse the two mesh renderings and inpaint
the holes into a single consistent panorama. We input both RGB
mesh renderings and the corresponding binary visibility masks into
the fusion network to get the final fused and inpainted RGB image.
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C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we briefly examine the task of intermediate view
synthesis for wide-baseline 360◦ panoramas, typically ≥ 5 meters
apart, and propose OmniSyn which leverages 360◦ stereo depth
estimation, mesh rendering, and 360◦ fusion to synthesize plausible
360◦ street view panoramas from static scenes. We refer readers to
the full paper on our project page for technical details. In the future,
we hope to combine view synthesis with scene understanding [22],

foveated video streaming [15], and neural lightfields [6] to deliver
on-demand 6-DoF streaming for street view scenes.
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